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Abstract — Full life-cycle housing management system involve numerous issues: i) many business parts, ii) the need for quick 
change, iii) complex workflow, and iv) hard customization. In this paper, the meta workflow model is proposed with a method of 
workflow customization based on metadata base. We attempt to solve the problems of standardization for business workflow and 
workflow-customization adaptability to dynamic policy change. Workflows are abstracted as managed metadata of process order 
information. We propose that workflow management and customization should be based on metadata base, thus the 
standardization of business workflow is assured. It is also makes it more convenient for business staff to renew and update 
workflow. The meta workflow model removes the restrictions of dependence on specific programming platform or commercial 
workflow engine. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Based on WUHAN Housing Security And Management 
Bureau "smart housing" project of master database design, 
business workflows of housing administration are cleared up, 
and the business workflow information is extracted as 
process order information, and stored in the workflow-
model meta database; workflow customization is also based 
on meta database, making workflow and workflow 
management more succinct and standardized. 

Workflow is the combination of a series of activities, it 
can create value for corporation. Every activity is 
independent, or data or control related, triggering condition 
determines workflow trend. Over the years, many scholars 
and research institutions have made a number of study on 
workflow[1].Yang Mingshun et al.(2013) developed a 
lightweight workflow engine[2] based on .NET framework; 
Cai Xiaowu et al.(2010) [3] designed a lightweight 
workflow engine based on Java, the engine can to be easily 
embedded into a process-oriented application, realizing 
workflow system management; Ruopeng et al.(2009)[4] 
proposed a management mechanism to support dynamic 
change of workflow; other scholars[5-8] also proposed some 
workflow management models, but they are based on 
particular programming platforms or frameworks for 
programmers but not for business staffs. Business workflow 
on housing management are multitudinous, and changed 
with national policies and regulations, the existing business 
workflow management architectures are hard to update 
process for housing business staffs. To solve these problems, 
we propose a new workflow management mechanism based 
on meta database, workflows of housing business are kept in 
the workflow model database as records, if the workflow 
changed, we add a history time stamp for it instead of 
deleting, at the same time, a new record is generated 
replacing of the old one. Workflow execution codes on 
client are based on workflow model database, when the 
workflow changed, the codes can keep the same, therefore it 

is easy to use and maintain the system. The proposed 
method in this paper is based on usable, flexible and low-
cost,  comprehensive and complex functions are not our 
purposes, implementing the essential functions and 
characteristics are our main points. When workflow 
changed, the system can adapt to the new workflow quickly 
by simple updating modifications. It gets rid of the 
limitation of relying on  particular programming platforms 
or frameworks. 

II. WORKFLOW OF HOUSING MANAGEMENT 

In most cases, business workflows of housing 
management are orderly, and are binary branch: if condition 
is satisfied, then "submit" to the next stage, otherwise 
"return" to the previous stage. For this case, the workflow 
can be described in a simplified workflow model. This 
paper proposes a common workflow model including binary 
branch and multi-branch. Many business systems have their 
own methods of workflow customization, but these methods 
are often too complex and are not uniform in different 
modules. To solve this problem, the common workflow 
model we proposed is based on meta database for easy 
customization, and customization methods are unified in 
different modules: a uniform model can be used in the 
different types of workflow, different flowchart can all be 
expressed by "workflow table" , which is associated with 
"business process stage", they help programmers achieve 
and run specific workflow uniformly, and also help 
managers or policy makers query uniformly and regulate 
conveniently. 

The essential element of housing management business 
workflow is business process stage  (or activity), any 
activity in the workflow can be connected to other activities 
based on trigger condition, mesh model is formed between 
activity nodes except for the workflow starting node, which 
increasing flexibility of the process. Fixed control structures 
(such as sequential structure, parallel structure) are no need 
in business logical link. Different trigger conditions are set 
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and activity attributions are expended to adapt to the 
dynamic modification of model. Each activity corresponds 
to a business process stage in business workflow, activity 
attributions (corresponding to the trigger condition) are 
described by using metadata; each trigger activity 
corresponding to the trigger condition is also described by 
using metadata, trigger activity includes submission and 
return, There are multiple submissions in multi-branch. The 
multi-branch workflow is as Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1.  Multi-branch Workflow. 

Starting from the workflow starting node, if trigger 
condition 1 is met, then the information and control flow 
turns into activity 1; After activity 1 completed, if trigger 
condition 5 is met, then the control flow turns into activity 5. 
Setting different trigger condition can control the flow 
direction of workflow, it increases the operation flexibility 
and scalability greatly. The specific housing management 
workflow is often more simple than Fig. 1, for example, the 
commodity house contract record workflow is shown in 
Figure 2. 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  Contract Record Flowchart. 

TABLE I.  WORKFLOW TABLE OF BINARY BRANCH 

Stage 
number 

Business 
process stage 

Submission 
（next stage） 

Return 
（previous stage）

1 Applying 2  

2 Accepting 3 1 

3 First review 4 2 

4 Re- examination 5 3 

5 Record 6 4 

6 Getting contract   

 

Different stages are uniformed to one entity by using 
“business process stage”, only the attributes are different.  
Table 1 is the workflow table of binary branch. 

Workflow table in Table 1 can’t explain multi-branch, 
but common workflow model can describe multi-branch 
workflow. 

TABLE II.  WORKFLOW TABLE OF MULTI-BRANCH 

Workflow

number 

Stage 

number 

Trigger 

stage 
Trigger condition 

1 1 2 Meet applying condition  

1 1  Not meet applying condition 

1 2 3 Meet accepting condition 

1 2 1 Not meet accepting condition 

1 3 4 Meet first review condition 

1 3 2 Not first review meet condition 

1 4 5 Meet re-examination condition 

1 4 3 Not meet re-examination condition 

1 5 6 Meet record condition 

1 5 4 Not meet record condition 

1 6   

TABLE III.  WORKFLOW DESCRIPTION 

Workflow 
number 

Name 
Business 
 stages 

Other 
attributes 

1 Contract record 1,2,3,4,5,6  

2 Initial registration ……..  

 
For contract record workflow shown in Figure 2, all 

business process stages included by the whole workflow 
should be described firstly, then attributes of every business 
process stage should be described. During the process, there 
are two options after first review: re-examination and 
contract record, trigger conditions given in the first review 
stage determine that the next phase  flows turn into review 
or into contract record. When workflow changed, staffs 
generally should add appropriate attribution to the stage; the 
start-time and end-time in workflow description table 
describe the temporal properties of the workflow, so if 
workflow changed, end-time of the original workflow is 
recorded, and a new workflow is created: Generating a new 
workflow ID, and new contents should be added in both 
workflow description table and multi-branch workflow table. 

III. LOGIC DESIGN 

The workflow-related tables are divided into two parts: 
one part is the table stored in the meta database, the other 
part is table stored in the process database of different 
business system. 

A. Workflow Tables in Meta Database 

1) Workflow description table 
Workflow_description_table (workflow-number, 

workflow-name, business-stages-in-workflow, policy-and-
regulation, start-time, end-time) 

Accepting First 
Review 

Applying 
contract 
record 

Re- 
examination 

Record 
Getting  

Contract 
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Note: Once the workflow changed, systems mark the 
end time of the workflow, and use a new workflow number 
to describe the new workflow. 
2) Stage description table 

Stage_description_table (workflow-number, stage-
number, stage-name, processing-time-limit, stage-
description) 
3) Workflow table 

Workflow_table (workflow-number, stage-number, 
trigger-condition, next-stage-number, branch-number) 

Note: The trigger condition is merely descriptive, if the 
trigger condition is met, then system transfer to the next 
stage. 

Branch number 0 means return branch; branch number 
1,2 ... mean normal submission branch. 
4) Application material table 

Application_material_table (application-material-
number, application-material-name, application-material-
image, start-time, end-time) 
5) Application material and workflow associative table 

B. Tables in Process Database 

Business handling table (including: process execution 
and submission) 

Business_handling_table (stage-number, business-
number, workflow-number, handling-stage number, person-
in-charge-number, previous-stage-number, receipt-date, 
treatment-suggestion, opinion-type, time-in-process-
database, time-in-real-database, time-in-history-database) 

Note: Stage number is the unique identifier generated 
by the machine automatically, business number is a business 
logic number automatically generated by the business 
system, workflow number is a foreign key corresponding to 
the workflow number in the workflow description table in 
meta database, handling-stage number is a foreign key 
corresponding to the stage number in operational stage 
description table in meta database, and treatment suggestion 
is the current treatment comment of the stage (submission or 
return comment). 

In different business processing system, depending on 
the circumstances, a process database also includes some 
other different tables. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

Create a meta database named metaDB in 
SQLServer2008 database system, and establish some 
corresponding tables. 

Create a business system on the client with the C# 
window form, and use ADO.NET to invoke the contents in 
related tables in metaDB. For example, we started the 
contract record workflow, its business number is 123. 
System runs into the first review stage, the records in 
business handling table are shown in Table 4. 

 

 

 

TABLE IV.  RECORDS IN BUSINESS HANDLING TABLE 

Stage 

number 

Business 

number 

Workflow 

number 

Handling 
stage 

number 

Other 

 

1 123 1 1  

2 123 1 2  

3 123 1 3 

Client program interface is shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3.  Client Program Interface: Handling-stage Window 

Keep workflow number the same, and add a record to 
the system workflow table (the last record). See table 5. 

TABLE V.  THE WORKFLOW IN TABLE2  IS CHANGED 

Workflow
Number 

Stage 
number 

Trigger 
stage 

Trigger condition 

1 1 2 Meet applying condition  

1 1  Not meet applying condition 

1 2 3 Meet accepting condition 

1 2 1 Not meet accepting condition 

1 3 4 Meet first review condition 

1 3 2 Not first review meet condition 

1 4 5 Meet re-examination condition 

1 
4 3 

Not meet  

re-examination condition 

1 5 6 Meet record condition 

1 5 4 Not meet record condition 

1 6   

1 3 5 Meet first review condition 2 

 

Run the client program again, the system interface is as 
Fig. 4. Click [Submit 1] button to enter the review stage; if 
you click on [Submit 2] button, then system enter the record 
stage, the review stage is skipped. 
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Figure 4.  Submit2 Button and Trigger Condition2 in Handling Stage 

Window 

Without changes in the client code, we just changed the 
corresponding record in the meta database, and the result of 
the client program has changed accordingly. This is the 
basic objective we want to achieve. Of course, when we 
implement the business system actually, many of the details 
will differ from this simple experiment: for example, we 
don’t modify the existing workflow directly, instead, we 
generate a new workflow number, and add the 
corresponding new workflow record in the system workflow 
table. 

Keeping the client code the same, when you add or 
subtract a certain stage in the workflow, the client program 
can also respond to changes in the workflow automatically. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Currently, most workflow products adopt the intuitive 
directed graph models. However, these models are 
insufficient for the standardization management of the 
complicated process logic and multi business workflows. 
The meta workflow model in this paper focuses on 
workflow definition and abstraction of the basic elements 
and rules. Application range and flexibility of the workflow 
will be restricted by the workflow definition description. 
The main technical key points of meta workflow model are 
as follows. 
1) Established a common business workflow model 

database for housing full lifecycle management. 
By defining the description of different business 

workflows, the structure of the workflow activities, 
components and flow rules in housing lifecycle management 
as the managed metadata, defining the workflow chart of 
business process, and establishing metadata relational tables 
of workflow activities and flow rules, we established a 
common business workflow model database. This model 
can effectively achieve the standardization and standardized 
management of business workflows, and provide an 
efficient unified operation, inquiry and supervision 
mechanism for housing management staffs or decision 
makers. 

2) Put forward a self-adaption method of business 
workflow customization. 

Because of the metadata definition of flow rules in the 
metadata database of housing management workflow model, 
the logical relation in the business link does not need to set a 
fixed order or parallel control structure, it increases the 
flexibility of business workflow effectively. Because of 
extending or defining the new metadata of process activities 
and flow rules, realizing the dynamic modification of the 
business flow model, and managing the version of business 
processes with timestamp, we can still maintain the 
consistency and correctness of business workflows after 
dynamic modification. The function can adapt to the 
demand of the housing policy changes and can effectively 
achieve the separation of business workflow customization 
and implementation stages. Thereby, the demand of self-
adaption of custom-built workflow is met. 

On the whole, compared with the similar technologies at 
home and abroad, our meta business workflow model and 
workflow customization method can meet the demand of 
standardization and dynamic self-adaption for housing full 
lifecycle management. This method can support more than 
200 housing business workflows, get rid of the limit of the 
dependence on foreign and domestic workflow engine 
software, and reach the level of domestic general 
commercial mature workflow engine software. 
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